VOCATION TESTIMONIALS

Let’s share about our vocation! How would you respond to the following questions?

1. Describe the most important moment of your Secular Franciscan vocation.

2. How would you describe the OFS to someone who knows nothing about it?

3. During your Secular Franciscan life, who/what has inspired you most? Why? How?

4. If you had it to do over, would you become a Secular Franciscan? Why?

5. How did you learn about the OFS?

6. How do you respond when someone asks: "What's that ‘T’ around your neck"?

7. What does being a Secular Franciscan mean to you?

Pick one and record your 1-2 minute testimonial. Share it with us for posting on the Secular Franciscans YouTube Channel. Email 1.800.Francis@mail.com to learn more.

Thanks for witnessing to others about this important calling.

Pace Bene!